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                        2024

                        
                        
                            

                        

                                                    
                            March

                            22,

                            2024

                        
                             | 
                            10:00 AM
                            America/New_York
                        

                    

                        
                            
                                Bedtime or go time? Observing what animals do during a total solar eclipse
                            


                            

                        


                        When darkness falls on central Ohio during the total solar eclipse on April 8, will animals think it’s time to go to bed? Will they be anxious? Will they care?
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                            February

                            05,

                            2024

                        
                             | 
                            10:36 AM
                            America/New_York
                        

                    

                        
                            
                                Ohio State breaks ground on Multispecies Animal Learning Center
                            


                            

                        


                        The Ohio State University broke ground last week on the $52 million Multispecies Animal Learning Center, which will advance student learning and workforce development in animal agriculture.
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                            January

                            23,

                            2024

                        
                             | 
                            11:53 AM
                            America/New_York
                        

                    

                        
                            
                                Innovative tech shows promise to boost rubber production in US
                            


                            

                        


                        With disease and high demand posing threats to the world’s primary natural rubber supply in Southeast Asia, scientists are working to ramp up the U.S. rubber market by advancing methods to extract latex from two sustainable North American plant …
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                            November

                            03,
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                            10:37 AM
                            America/New_York
                        

                    

                        
                            
                                An exotic tick that can kill cattle is spreading across Ohio
                            


                            

                        


                        A species of exotic tick arrived in Ohio in 2021 in such huge numbers that their feeding frenzy on a southeastern farm left three cattle dead of what researchers believe was severe blood loss.
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                            September
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                            2023

                        
                             | 
                            14:00 PM
                            America/New_York
                        

                    

                        
                            
                                Ohio State research, expertise on display at Farm Science Review
                            


                            

                        


                        The 2023 Ohio State University’s Farm Science Review, the 61st expo highlighting agricultural innovations, concluded its three-day run at the Molly Caren Agricultural Center in London, Ohio, this week. The annual show, presented by the College of …
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                            September
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                             | 
                            08:02 AM
                            America/New_York
                        

                    

                        
                            
                                Yogurt may be the next go-to garlic breath remedy
                            


                            

                        


                        It turns out yogurt may have a previously unknown benefit: eliminating garlic odors.
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                            11:27 AM
                            America/New_York
                        

                    

                        
                            
                                Ohio Sea Grant releases 2023 summary of ODHE Harmful Algal Bloom Research Initiative
                            


                            

                        


                        Ohio Sea Grant, on behalf of The Ohio State University, The University of Toledo and the Ohio Department of Higher Education, has released the 2023 research findings update for the statewide Harmful Algal Bloom Research Initiative (HABRI), …
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                            10:42 AM
                            America/New_York
                        

                    

                        
                            
                                It’s not just humans: City life is stressful for coyotes, too
                            


                            

                        


                        Though cars are the biggest threat to coyotes taking up residence in U.S. cities, a new study suggests urban living poses a different kind of hazard to coyote health – in the form of chronic stress.
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                            August

                            07,
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                            11:44 AM
                            America/New_York
                        

                    

                        
                            
                                Current estimates of Lake Erie algae toxicity may miss the mark
                            


                            

                        


                        There is more to a harmful algal bloom than the green stuff in water that meets the eye – specifically, a changing hazard level of toxins produced by the microbes that make up the scummy mess.
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                            10:22 AM
                            America/New_York
                        

                    

                        
                            
                                Label date, not phrasing, drives consumer decisions to toss food
                            


                            

                        


                        Up to half of consumers may decide to pour perfectly good milk down the drain based solely on their glance at the date label on the carton, a new study suggests.
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                            12:19 PM
                            America/New_York
                        

                    

                        
                            
                                Smaller-than-average harmful algal bloom predicted for western Lake Erie
                            


                            

                        


                        NOAA and its research partners are forecasting that western Lake Erie will experience a smaller-than-average harmful algal bloom (HAB) this summer, which would result in a less severe bloom than 2022.
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                            13:00 PM
                            America/New_York
                        

                    

                        
                            
                                Farm Stress Certification program offered at OSU Extension
                            


                            

                        


                        Two years ago, Bridget Britton, behavioral health field specialist at the Tuscarawas County Extension office for The Ohio State University, received an email from Cathann Kress, dean of the College of Food, Agricultural and Environmental Sciences. …
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                            America/New_York
                        

                    

                        
                            
                                Lack of child care hurts farm families’ ability to grow their businesses
                            


                            

                        


                        The United States has a child care crisis, yet the issue remains largely invisible in the farm sector. 
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                            America/New_York
                        

                    

                        
                            
                                Researchers want to use ‘biochar’ to combat climate change
                            


                            

                        


                        A new review of research suggests that the nature-based technology biochar – a carbon-rich material – could be an important tool to use in agriculture to help mitigate climate change. 
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                            14:35 PM
                            America/New_York
                        

                    

                        
                            
                                Light pollution may extend mosquitoes’ biting season
                            


                            

                        


                        A new study’s finding that urban light pollution may disrupt the winter dormancy period for mosquitoes that transmit West Nile virus could be considered both good news and bad news.
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                            March

                            12,

                            2023
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                            11:34 AM
                            America/New_York
                        

                    

                        
                            
                                Pancakes won’t turn you into a zombie
                            


                            

                        


                        While no one is going to turn into a zombie from eating pancakes in real life, flour is often contaminated with fungi that can produce mycotoxins that make people sick.
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                            February
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                            16:35 PM
                            America/New_York
                        

                    

                        
                            
                                National Academy of Engineering adds 3 Buckeyes
                            


                            

                        


                        Two Ohio State University professors and a recently retired faculty member have been elected to the National Academy of Engineering (NAE) Class of 2023 in recognition of sustained excellence in innovation and education.
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                                medical
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                            February

                            06,

                            2023

                        
                             | 
                            08:30 AM
                            America/New_York
                        

                    

                        
                            
                                A chat may help convert a peer to a pro-sustainability stance
                            


                            

                        


                        Changing the mind of someone who is dismissive of efforts to protect the planet could be accomplished by sharing a pro-sustainability point of view during a conversation, new research suggests.
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                            February

                            03,

                            2023

                        
                             | 
                            11:59 AM
                            America/New_York
                        

                    

                        
                            
                                COVID-19 treatment, prevention is coolest Ohio State science story of 2022
                            


                            

                        


                        After a close race, the coolest Ohio State science story of 2022 has been selected by Ohio State News readers: a study detailing the potential to block a single immune response-related molecule to treat and prevent COVID-19.
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                            January

                            25,

                            2023

                        
                             | 
                            07:50 AM
                            America/New_York
                        

                    

                        
                            
                                Spinning food processing waste into ‘gold’
                            


                            

                        


                        There is money to be made – and potential to reduce greenhouse gas emissions – by finding a second life for the potato peels, fried dough particles, cheese whey and other industrial food-processing waste products that routinely end up in landfills, …
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                                Science
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                        2022

                        
                        
                            

                        

                                                    
                            December

                            19,

                            2022

                        
                             | 
                            15:07 PM
                            America/New_York
                        

                    

                        
                            
                                How a test drive may lead to an electric vehicle purchase
                            


                            

                        


                        There’s something about test driving an electric vehicle that boosts some potential buyers’ personal identity as being early adopters of the latest technologies, a new study has found.
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                            Tags

                            
                                Research science
                            

                            
                                News
                            

                            
                                Research News
                            

                            
                                Science
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                            December

                            16,

                            2022

                        
                             | 
                            07:45 AM
                            America/New_York
                        

                    

                        
                            
                                It’s time to vote for Ohio State’s coolest science story of 2022
                            


                            

                        


                        Ohio State News is once again inviting readers to select the year’s coolest science story.
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                                Research science
                            

                            
                                News
                            

                            
                                Research News
                            

                            
                                medical
                            

                            
                                Science
                            


                        

                        

                        
                            

                        

                                                    
                            December

                            12,

                            2022

                        
                             | 
                            07:50 AM
                            America/New_York
                        

                    

                        
                            
                                Reliance on moose as prey led to rare coyote attack on human
                            


                            

                        


                        Wildlife researchers have completed a study that may settle the question of why, in October 2009, a group of coyotes launched an unprovoked fatal attack on a young woman who was hiking in a Canadian park.

                            Read more
                            Tags

                            
                                Research science
                            

                            
                                News
                            

                            
                                Research News
                            

                            
                                Science
                            

                            
                                Press release
                            


                        

                        

                        
                            

                        

                                                    
                            November

                            16,

                            2022

                        
                             | 
                            12:00 PM
                            America/New_York
                        

                    

                        
                            
                                Science in 60 seconds helps Ohio State alum share knowledge on social media
                            


                            

                        


                        From tips on how to pickle vegetables to info on foods that can help you sleep, in 60 seconds, Ohio State alum Brittany Towers Lewis is working to bring food science to the masses through a booming social media message.

                            Read more
                            Tags

                            
                                Campus
                            

                            
                                news
                            

                            
                                staff
                            

                            
                                faculty
                            

                            
                                college-faes
                            


                        

                        

                        
                            

                        

                                                    
                            November

                            08,

                            2022

                        
                             | 
                            13:21 PM
                            America/New_York
                        

                    

                        
                            
                                Tracing tomatoes’ health benefits to gut microbes
                            


                            

                        


                        Two weeks of eating a diet heavy in tomatoes increased the diversity of gut microbes and altered gut bacteria toward a more favorable profile in young pigs, researchers found.

                            Read more
                            Tags

                            
                                Research science
                            

                            
                                News
                            

                            
                                Research News
                            

                            
                                Science
                            

                            
                                Press release
                            


                        

                        

                        
                            

                        

                                                    
                            October

                            10,

                            2022

                        
                             | 
                            15:06 PM
                            America/New_York
                        

                    

                        
                            
                                Pandemic prep needs ‘smart surveillance’ to predict viral spillovers
                            


                            

                        


                        “Smart surveillance” for viral spillover from animals to humans, targeted preparedness and drug and vaccine research, and worldwide cooperation on surveillance and stopping disease spread are required to reduce deaths and lessen the economic …

                            Read more
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                                Research News
                            

                            
                                medical
                            

                            
                                Science
                            


                        

                        

                        
                            

                        

                                                    
                            September

                            20,

                            2022

                        
                             | 
                            16:45 PM
                            America/New_York
                        

                    

                        
                            
                                Ohio State and Nationwide announce AgTech Innovation Hub
                            


                            

                        


                        The 60th annual Farm Science Review opened this morning in London, Ohio, and began with a new multimillion-dollar research collaboration between The Ohio State University and Nationwide.
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                            August

                            25,

                            2022

                        
                             | 
                            10:05 AM
                            America/New_York
                        

                    

                        
                            
                                Ohio State leading new $15 million project to study carbon farming as climate change solution
                            


                            

                        


                        Taking excess carbon out of the atmosphere, where it is driving climate change, and locking it into the soil, where it improves its health and agronomic productivity, is the impetus behind a new five-year, $15 million project at The Ohio State …
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                            11:42 AM
                            America/New_York
                        

                    

                        
                            
                                As globe warms, infected pines starve and disease-causing fungi thrive
                            


                            

                        


                        The high heat and low water conditions produced by global warming weaken pine trees’ resistance to disease by hindering their ability to mount an effective defense at the same time that pathogenic fungi in their tissues become more aggressive, new …
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                            America/New_York
                        

                    

                        
                            
                                Below-average harmful algal bloom predicted for western Lake Erie
                            


                            

                        


                        NOAA and its research partners are forecasting that western Lake Erie will experience a smaller than average harmful algal bloom (HAB) this summer, which would make it less severe than 2021 and more akin to what was seen in the lake in 2020.
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Ohio State News contributor
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